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Auditing and Accounting Cases: Investigating Issues of Fraud and Professional
Ethics
When companies suffer a dramatic even catastrophic drop in their share price, it is the
investors who lose their shirts and employees their jobs. But often, a company's published
accounts offer clues to impending disaster, providing you know where to look. Through the
forensic examination of more than 20 recent stock market disasters, Tim Steer reveals how
companies hide or disguise worrying facts about the robustness of their business. In his lively
style, he looks at the themes that underlie the ways companies hide the truth and he stresses
that in an assessment of a company's accounts, investors should always bear in mind that the
only fact is cash; everything else - profit, assets, etc - is a matter of opinion. Full of invaluable
lessons for investors, the book concludes with some trenchant observations on what is wrong
in the worlds of investment, audit and financial regulation, and what changes should be
introduced.

Financial Shenanigans, Fourth Edition: How to Detect Accounting Gimmicks and
Fraud in Financial Reports
Reading Financial Reports For Dummies, 3rd Edition (9781119543954) was previously
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published as Reading Financial Reports For Dummies, 3rd Edition (9781118761939). While
this version features a new Dummies cover and design, the content is the same as the prior
release and should not be considered a new or updated product. Discover how to decipher
financial reports Especially relevant in today's world of corporate scandals and new accounting
laws, the numbers in a financial report contain vitally important information about where a
company has been and where it is going. Packed with new and updated information, Reading
Financial Reports For Dummies, 3rd Edition gives you a quick but clear introduction to financial
reports–and how to decipher the information in them. New information on the separate
accounting and financial reporting standards for private/small businesses versus public/large
businesses New content to match SEC and other governmental regulatory changes New
information about how the analyst-corporate connection has actually changed the playing field
The impact of corporate communications and new technologies New examples that reflect
current trends Updated websites and resources Reading Financial Reports For Dummies is for
investors, traders, brokers, managers, and anyone else who is looking for a reliable, up-to-date
guide to reading financial reports effectively.

Corporate Catalyst
A detailed look at how Warren Buffett really invests In this engaging new book, author Prem
Jain extracts Warren Buffett's wisdom from his writings, Berkshire Hathaway financial
statements, and his letters to shareholders and partners in his partnership firms-thousands of
pages written over the last fifty years. Jain uncovers the key elements of Buffett's approach
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that every investor should be aware of. With Buffett Beyond Value, you'll learn that, contrary to
popular belief, Warren Buffett is not a pure value investor, but a unique thinker who combines
the principles of both value and growth investing strategies. You'll also discover why
understanding CEOs is more important than studying financial metrics; and why you need an
appropriate psychological temperament to be a successful investor. Reveals Buffett's
multifaceted investment principles Discusses how Buffett thinks differently from others about
portfolio diversification, market efficiency, and corporate governance Highlights how you can
build a diverse and profitable investment portfolio With this book as your guide, you'll learn how
to successfully invest like Warren Buffett.

What's Behind the Numbers?: A Guide to Exposing Financial Chicanery and
Avoiding Huge Losses in Your Portfolio
Delve into the mind of a fraudster to beat them at their own game Corporate Fraud Handbook
details the many forms of fraud to help you identify red flags and prevent fraud before it occurs.
Written by the founder and chairman of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE),
this book provides indispensable guidance for auditors, examiners, managers, and criminal
investigators: from asset misappropriation, to corruption, to financial statement fraud, the most
common schemes are dissected to show you where to look and what to look for. This new fifth
edition includes the all-new statistics from the ACFE 2016 Report to the Nations on
Occupational Fraud and Abuse, providing a current look at the impact of and trends in fraud.
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Real-world case studies submitted to the ACFE by actual fraud examiners show how different
scenarios play out in practice, to help you build an effective anti-fraud program within your own
organization. This systematic examination into the mind of a fraudster is backed by practical
guidance for before, during, and after fraud has been committed; you'll learn how to stop
various schemes in their tracks, where to find evidence, and how to quantify financial losses
after the fact. Fraud continues to be a serious problem for businesses and government
agencies, and can manifest in myriad ways. This book walks you through detection,
prevention, and aftermath to help you shore up your defenses and effectively manage fraud
risk. Understand the most common fraud schemes and identify red flags Learn from illustrative
case studies submitted by anti-fraud professionals Ensure compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley
and other regulations Develop and implement effective anti-fraud measures at multiple levels
Fraud can be committed by anyone at any level—employees, managers, owners, and
executives—and no organization is immune. Anti-fraud regulations are continually evolving, but
the magnitude of fraud's impact has yet to be fully realized. Corporate Fraud Handbook
provides exceptional coverage of schemes and effective defense to help you keep your
organization secure.

Financial Shenanigans
All too often, financial statements conceal more than they reveal.Even after the recent
economic crisis, those analyzing financialstatements face serious new concerns and
challenges. The FourthEdition of Financial Statement Analysis skillfully puts thisdiscipline in
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perspective, and now, with this companion Workbook,you can hone your skills and test the
knowledge you've gained fromthe actual text, before putting them to work in realworldsituations. Question-and-answer sections within this Workbookcorrespond to each
chapter of Financial Statement Analysis,Fourth Edition. Part One (Questions) provides chapterby-chapterfill-in-the-blank questions, as well as financial statement andcomputational
exercises. They are designed to be thought-provokingand require analysis and synthesis of the
concepts covered in thebook. The answers to all questions, which can be found in Part
Two,are provided in boldfaced italic type in order to facilitate thechecking of answers and
comprehension of material. By enhancing your understanding of financial statement
analysis,you can begin to undertake genuine, goal-oriented analysis andprepare for the
practical challenges of contemporary business. Thisreliable resource will help you achieve
such a difficult goal andallow you to make more informed decisions—whether you'reevaluating
a company's stock price or determining valuations for amerger or acquisition.

Delivering Alpha: Lessons from 30 Years of Outperforming Investment
Benchmarks
The bestselling classic from the “Sherlock Holmes of Accounting”—updated to reflect key case
studies from the past quarter century and the dishonest tactics used to mislead investors. This
fourth edition of the bestselling guide shines a light on the most shocking frauds and financial
reporting offenders, and gives investors the tools they need to spot deceptive financial
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reporting in the global markets. This unparalleled guide provides the investigative tools you
need to detect: * Corporate cultures that incentivize dishonest practices* The latest tricks
companies use to exaggerate revenue and earnings* Techniques devised by management to
manipulate cash flow as easily as earnings* Companies that use misleading metrics to fool
investors about their financial performance* How companies use acquisitions to hide
deterioration in their underlying business You’ll learn everything you need to know to unearth
deceptive reporting and avoid costly mistakes. This new edition focuses on the key case
studies from the past quarter century and brings you up to date on accounting chicanery in the
global markets. Howard Schilit and his team of renowned forensic accounting experts reveal
the most shocking frauds, expose financial reporting miscreants, and unveil the latest methods
companies use to mislead investors.

Elements of Financial Risk Management
From a former World Bank Executive and renowned investor—a detailed roadmap to adding
consistent, sustainable value to globally diversified portfolios For many investors, alpha is akin
to the Holy Grail. Risk-adjusted returns above benchmarks—alpha—are particularly
challenging to achieve even with a sound strategy. Hilda Ochoa-Brillembourg is an expert on
alpha. Over the past four decades, she and her team consistently exceeded benchmarks and
delivered appreciable value added on their investments. In Delivering Alpha, she reveals the
principles and methods employed in her investment strategies, along with insights drawn from
her personal life. She shows how timing, market awareness, price, and relative value to the
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investor are critical drivers of effective investment decisions. Ochoa-Brillembourg also debunks
common investment myths that often trip up both new and experienced investors. Delivering
Alpha provides practical advice on: ·Creating successful decision-making governance to
reduce errors and correctly assign responsibilities and incentives ·Dealing thoughtfully and
effectively with governance challenges·Building the right policy portfolio, specifying desired
allocations to each asset class·Structuring asset classes and adding value-oriented or other
opportunistic “tilts”·Measuring and managing risks, avoiding common mistakes, and more Light
on theory and serious on practice, this book is the culmination of a lifetime’s experience from
one of the most successful women in finance. It’s essential reading for investors looking to add
sustainable value to globally diversified portfolios.

Interest Rate Swaps and Other Derivatives
Praise for The Financial Numbers Game "So much for the notion 'those who can, do-those
who can't, teach.' Mulford and Comiskey function successfully both as college professors and
real-world financial mercenaries. These guys know their balance sheets. The Financial
Numbers Game should serve as a survival manual for both serious individual investors and
industry pros who study and act upon the interpretation of financial statements. This unique
blend of battle-earned scholarship and quality writing is a must-read/must-have reference for
serious financial statement analysis." --Bob Acker, Editor/Publisher, The Acker Letter "Wall
Street's unforgiving attention to quarterly earnings presents ever increasing pressure on CFOs
to manage earnings and expectations. The Financial Numbers Game provides a clear
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explanation of the ways in which management can stretch, bend, and break accounting rules
to reach the desired bottom line. This arms the serious investor or financial analyst with the
healthy skepticism required to drive beyond reported results to a clear understanding of a firm's
true performance." --Mark Hurley, Managing Director, Training and Development, Global
Corporate and Investment Banking, Bank of America "After reading The Financial Numbers
Game, I feel as though I've taken a master's level course in financial statement analysis.
Mulford and Comiskey's latest book should be required reading for anyone who is serious
about fundamentally analyzing stocks." --Harry Domash, San Francisco Chronicle investing
columnist and investment newsletter publisher

Financial Shenanigans
Explores the corrupt strategies of CEOs and CFOs, in collusion with those who have regulatory
oversight of their industries, that are used to defraud companies for their personal gain.

Exam Prep for: Financial Shenanigans, Fourth Edition; How to
Shining a light on the most shocking frauds and financial reporting offenders, this unparalleled
guide gives investors the tools they need to spot deceptive financial reporting in the global
markets. -Page 9/37
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Detecting Accounting Fraud Before It's Too Late
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FRAUD Strategies for Detection and Investigation Although financial
statement fraud is the least frequently encountered fraud, it is by far the most costly, at a
median loss of $1 million per case. Yet, the indirect losses from financial statement
fraud—jobs, support, morale, and loyalty—are also significant and almost impossible to
measure. Learn how to spot the warning signs before the damage is done. Financial Statement
Fraud explores the many different methods of perpetrating financial statement fraud, the
accounting principles that are exploited, and the methods to detect and prevent fraud in any
organization. Assuming an understanding of basic financial statements and the purpose each
serves, as well as basic accounting concepts, author Gerard Zack highlights the many different
types of fraud schemes. Financial Statement Fraud provides auditors, fraud investigators,
government agencies, and investment analysts with detailed descriptions of the most common
or emerging schemes involving the preparation and issuance of fraudulent financial
statements. Filling the need for practical guidance on financial statement fraud and the roles
and responsibilities within companies, Financial Statement Fraud features: References to
pertinent U.S. and international accounting standards violated in the preparation of fraudulent
financial statements A wide range of detection tools, from the simplest of ratios to complex
analyses and tests, as well as fraud indicators A comprehensive, global approach that includes
U.S. GAAP and IFRS Red flags and ratios to help you detect financial statement fraud
schemes Coverage of auditor liability: when is an auditor liable for failing to detect fraud? Realworld cases that illustrate many of the fraud schemes featured throughout the book A
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companion website includes copies of SEC Accounting and Auditing Enforcement Releases
(AAERs), complaints that were filed, and various other documents associated with most of the
cases cited in the book. These documents provide all of the details associated with each case,
enabling researchers to perform their own analysis to more fully understand the schemes and
relate them to the detection tips provided in the book. Financial statement fraud can cost an
organization more than just revenue. Arm yourself with the knowledge to identify where it
happens, when to expect it, and how to detect it with the expert guidance found in Financial
Statement Fraud.

Financial Fine Print
Creative Cash Flow Reporting
Learn how to detect any corporate sleight of hand—and gain the upper hand with smart
investing Investing expert John Del Vecchio and “Motley Fool” Tom Jacobs offer a compelling
arguement that the secret to stock-market success today isn’t finding the next Google or eBay,
but avoiding the next AIG or Enron. To that end, they offer simple, clear techniques for
detecting when and how legitimate companies make their numbers look better than they are.
What's Behind the Numbers? offers seven rules for finding companies playing with—rather
than by—the numbers and explains how to avoid losing money by determining exactly when a
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stock is about to head south. John Del Vecchio, CFA, serves as a Principal of Ranger
Alternative Management and principal of Parabolix Research, Inc. Tom Jacobs is lead advisor
for the Motley Fool Special Ops, a stock service where he manages a special situations and
opportunistic portfolio. He is cofounder of Complete Growth Investor LLC.

Money Laundering Prevention
Successful methodology for identifying earnings-related reporting indiscretions Creative Cash
Flow Reporting and Analysis capitalizes on current concerns with misleading financial reporting
on misleading financial reporting. It identifies the common steps used to yield misleading cash
flow amounts, demonstrates how to adjust the cash flow statement for more effective analysis,
and how to use adjusted operating cash flow to uncover earnings that have been misreported
using aggressive or fraudulent accounting practices. Charles W. Mulford, PhD, CPA (Atlanta,
GA), is the coauthor of three books, including the bestselling The Financial Numbers Game:
Identifying Creative Accounting Practices. Eugene E. Comiskey, PhD, CPA, CMA (Atlanta,
GA), is the coauthor of the bestselling The Financial Numbers Game: Identifying Creative
Accounting Practices.

Financial Statements
An inside look at the real business world In Corporate Catalyst, Tony Griffiths gives readers a
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ringside seat on the many boardroom and corporate battles that he both fought and witnessed
through the nearly six decades of his productive and colorful career. Among other stories,
Griffiths replays his two stints as the CEO of Canada′s darling of the telecom industry, Mitel
Corporation. The first was in the late 1980s, a time when he helped staunch the flow of red ink
and returned the company to profitability. The second was in the early 1990s, when he steered
the company through its majority ownership by British Telecom and then its sale to Schroder
Ventures. As Griffiths relates it, he had to learn how to deal with the bureaucratic style of the
former and the power–hungry moves of the latter. Corporate Catalyst includes the author′s
blow–by–blow account of what went on inside Confederation Life in the 1980s and early
1990s—a story that should have prevented the failure of the likes of Lehman Brothers in the
recent Great Recession. Griffiths, who had his hands full at the time with challenges at Mitel,
also sat on Confed′s board. He tried to warn Confederation Life′s executives and his fellow
board members of the financial dangers the company was facing. No one but a few other
board members would listen–and even they did not do so consistently. The fall of Confed Life
became one of the largest failures of a major finance company in corporate history. Griffiths
takes the reader on a dramatic tour of the trickery, betrayal, and politicking that the world of
business seems to attract. He introduces readers to the biggest and boldest names in
Canadian business, including Jake Moore of Brascan, Robert Campeau of Campeau
Corporation, Terry Mathews of Mitel, Ted Rogers of Rogers Communications, Conrad Black of
Hollinger, Adam Zimmerman of Noranda, Pat Burns of Confederation Life, and Christopher
Ondaatje of The Ondaatje Corporation. In the book′s many cautionary tales, Griffiths warns
against mixing the roles of governance and management and shows the marked tendency of
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executives to take up residence far from reality when times get tough. "We don′t listen. We
don′t plan. We don′t act," he wrote in frustration to the board and management of
Confederation Life after months of trying to get someone to address the financial mess they
were in. Full of hard–won wisdom, Corporate Catalyst is a must–read for anyone working in
business or interested in what the business world is really like.

The Complete Guide to Spotting Accounting Fraud & Cover-ups
A one-of-a-kind resource walking you through one complete fraud investigation, from the
original tip to conviction in court Anatomy of a Fraud Investigation is an engrossing read and a
valuable resource for fraud investigators, auditors, or anyone who suspects fraud may be
occuring in their organizations and is unsure as to how to act. It details all phases of a fraud
investigation from the first suspicion of fraud to the final judgment in court, through the eyes of
a forensic accountant. In each phase, the author provides insights based on his twenty-two
years as a forensic accountant from where to sit at the table when you bring the suspected
fraudster in for questioning, to how you protect the key sources of information that the suspect
will try to destroy once he or she realizes they are under investigation. In-depth analysis of a
fraud investigation Based on an actual investigation conducted by the author Each chapter
contains valuable tips and key considerations, providing subtext for why decisions were made
and bringing to light potential risks A fascinating, insider look at a fraud investigation, Anatomy
of a Fraud Investigation helps you better understand fraud detection, investigation, and
prevention-from the inside out.
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The Best Way to Rob a Bank is to Own One
Techniques to uncover and avoid accounting frauds and scams Inflated profits . . . Suspicious
write-offs . . . Shifted expenses . . . These and other dubious financial maneuvers have taken
on a contemporary twist as companies pull out the stops in seeking to satisfy Wall Street.
Financial Shenanigans pulls back the curtain on the current climate of accounting fraud. It
presents tools that anyone who is potentially affected by misleading business valuationsfrom
investors and lenders to managers and auditorscan use to research and read financial reports,
and to identify early warning signs of a company's problems. A bestseller in its first edition,
Financial Shenanigans has been thoroughly updated for today's marketplace. New chapters,
data, and research reveal contemporary "shenanigans" that have been known to fool even
veteran researchers.

Financial Statement Analysis Workbook
Elements of Financial Risk Management offers an introduction to modern risk management. It
focuses on implementation, especially recent techniques which facilitate bridging the gap
between standard textbooks on risk and real-life risk management systems. It identifies key
features of risk asset returns and captures them in tractable statistical models in the
companion website. It presents step-by-step approaches as a means to solve problems. This
book is intended for three types of readers with an interest in financial risk management. First,
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Master's and Ph.D. students specializing in finance and economics. Second, market
practitioners with a quantitative undergraduate or graduate degree. Third, a small group of
advanced undergraduates majoring in either economics, engineering, finance, or another
quantitative field. The book will also suit those in financial engineering courses who have
strong quantitative backgrounds and those in Ph.D. courses. *Pinpoints key features of risk
asset returns and captures them in tractable statistical models in the companion website
*Presents step-by-step approaches as a means to solve problems *Visible patterns in the data
motivate the choices of tools, and when tools fall short, it presents the next tool

Buffett Beyond Value
An up-to-date, accurate framework for credit analysis and decision making, from the experts at
Standard & Poor's "In a world of increasing financial complexity and shorter time frames in
which to assess the wealth or dearth of information, this book provides an invaluable and
easily accessible guide of critical building blocks of credit analysis to all credit professionals."
--Apea Koranteng, Global Head, Structured Capital Markets, ABN AMRO "The authors do a
fine job of combining latest credit risk management theory and techniques with real-life
examples and practical application. Whether a seasoned credit expert or a new student of
credit, this is a must read book . . . a critical part of anyone's risk management library." --Mark
T. Williams, Boston University, Finance and Economics Department "At a time when credit risk
is managed in a way more and more akin to market risk, Fundamentals of Corporate Credit
Analysis provides well-needed support, not only for credit analysts but also for practitioners,
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portfolio managers, CDO originators, and others who need to keep track of the
creditworthiness of their fixed-income investments." --Alain Canac, Chief Risk Officer, CDC
IXIS Fundamentals of Corporate Credit Analysis provides professionals with the knowledge
they need to systematically determine the operating and financial strength of a specific
borrower, understand credit risks inherent in a wide range of corporate debt instruments, and
then rank the default risk of that borrower. Focusing on fundamental credit risk, cash flow
modeling, debt structure analysis, and other important issues, and including separate chapters
on country risks, industry risks, business risks, financial risks, and management, it guides the
reader through every step of traditional fundamental credit analysis. In a dynamic corporate
environment, credit analysts cannot rely solely on financial statistical analysis, credit prediction
models, or bond and stock price movements. Instead, a corporate credit analysis must supply
loan providers and investors with more information and detail than ever before. On top of its
traditional objective of assessing a firm's capacity and willingness to pay its financial
obligations in a timely manner, a worthy credit analysis is now expected to assess recovery
prospects of specific financial obligations should a firm become insolvent. Fundamentals of
Corporate Credit Analysis provides practitioners with the knowledge and tools they need to
address these changing requirements. Drawing on the unmatched global resources and
capabilities of Standard & Poor's, this valuable book organizes its guidelines into three distinct
components: Part I: Corporate Credit Risk helps analysts identify all the essential risks related
to a particular firm, and measure the firm through both a financial forecast and benchmarking
with peers Part II: Credit Risk of Debt Instruments explains the impact of debt instruments and
debt structures on a firm's recovery prospects should it become insolvent Part III: Measuring
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Credit Risk presents a scoring system to assess the capacity and willingness of a firm to repay
its debt in a timely fashion and to evaluate recovery prospects in the event of financial distress
In addition, a fourth component--Cases in Credit Analysis--examines seven real-life studies to
provide examples of the book's theory and procedures in practice. Senior Standard & Poor's
analysts explore diverse cases ranging from North and South America to Europe and the
Pacific Rim, on topics covering mergers (AT&T-Comcast, MGM-Mirage, Kellogg-Keebler),
foreign ownership in a merger (Air New Zealand-Ansett-Singapore Airlines), sovereign issues
(Repsol-YPF), peer comparisons (U.S. forestry), and recovery analysis (Yell LBO). Industry
"Keys to Success" are identified and analyzed in each case, along with an explanation on how
to interpret performance and come to a credit decision. While it is still true that ultimate credit
decisions are highly subjective in nature, methodologies and thought processes can be
repeatable from case to case. Fundamentals of Corporate Credit Analysis provides analysts
with the knowledge and tools they need to systematically analyze a company, identify and
analyze the most important factors in determining its creditworthiness, and ensure that more
"science" than "art" is used in making the final credit decision.

Anatomy of a Fraud Investigation
Thirty-five million individual investors jumped into the stockmarket for the first time during the
late 1990s without askingquestions about the stocks they were buying. When the bubble
burstand the large number of accounting scandals began to grow, mostinvestors didn’t know
where to turn or whom to trust. Now ithas become more important than ever for investors to
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take mattersinto their own hands. Financial Fine Print: Uncovering a Company’s TrueValue lets
individual investors in on the secrets that seasonedprofessional investors use when they
evaluate a potentialinvestment. Buried deep in a company’s quarterly (10-Q) andannual (10-K)
reports are the real clues to a company’sfinancial health: the footnotes. At many large
companies, thesefootnotes can run for more than 30 pages and for some corporationshave
doubled in the past five years, making them simply tooimportant for investors to ignore.
Financial Fine Print spells out exactly what investorsneed to look for within the footnotes of a
company’s reportsin order to make better, more informed decisions. By using
numerousexamples of actual footnotes that have appeared in SEC documents,the book
teaches investors in easy-to-understand language ways tospot – and avoid – future Enrons
and Worldcoms (andTycos and Adelphias and HealthSouths). For any investor who hasspent
the past three years watching their investments shrink andhas begun to think about getting
back into the market, this bookprovides the critical tools that investors need to know to
avoidgetting burned once again.

The Devil's Financial Dictionary
Accounting for Value teaches investors and analysts how to handle accounting in evaluating
equity investments. The book's novel approach shows that valuation and accounting are much
the same: valuation is actually a matter of accounting for value. Laying aside many of the tools
of modern finance the cost-of-capital, the CAPM, and discounted cash flow analysis Stephen
Penman returns to the common-sense principles that have long guided fundamental investing:
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price is what you pay but value is what you get; the risk in investing is the risk of paying too
much; anchor on what you know rather than speculation; and beware of paying too much for
speculative growth. Penman puts these ideas in touch with the quantification supplied by
accounting, producing practical tools for the intelligent investor. Accounting for value provides
protection from paying too much for a stock and clues the investor in to the likely return from
buying growth. Strikingly, the analysis finesses the need to calculate a "cost-of-capital," which
often frustrates the application of modern valuation techniques. Accounting for value recasts
"value" versus "growth" investing and explains such curiosities as why earnings-to-price and
book-to-price ratios predict stock returns. By the end of the book, Penman has the intelligent
investor thinking like an intelligent accountant, better equipped to handle the bubbles and
crashes of our time. For accounting regulators, Penman also prescribes a formula for
intelligent accounting reform, engaging with such controversial issues as fair value accounting.

Financial Statement Fraud Casebook
Do you want to make sure you · Don't invest your money in the next Enron? · Don't go to work
for the next WorldCom right before the crash? · Identify and solve problems in your
organization before they send it crashing to the ground? Marianne Jennings has spent a
lifetime studying business ethics---and ethical failures. In demand nationwide as a speaker and
analyst on business ethics, she takes her decades of findings and shows us in The Seven
Signs of Ethical Collapse the reasons that companies and nonprofits undergo ethical collapse,
including: · Pressure to maintain numbers · Fear and silence · Young 'uns and a larger-than-life
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CEO · A weak board · Conflicts · Innovation like no other · Belief that goodness in some areas
atones for wrongdoing in others Don't watch the next accounting disaster take your hardearned savings, or accept the perfect job only to find out your boss is cooking the books. If
you're just interested in understanding the (not-so) ethical underpinnings of business today,
The Seven Signs of Ethical Collapse is both a must-have tool and a fascinating window into
today's business world.

Free Cash Flow
New York Times Bestseller The Buy Side, by former Galleon Group trader Turney Duff,
portrays an after-hours Wall Street culture where drugs and sex are rampant and billions in
trading commissions flow to those who dangle the most enticements. A remarkable writing
debut, filled with indelible moments, The Buy Side shows as no book ever has the rewards –
and dizzying temptations – of making a living on the Street. Growing up in the 1980’s Turney
Duff was your average kid from Kennebunk, Maine, eager to expand his horizons. After trying –
and failing – to land a job as a journalist, he secured a trainee position at Morgan Stanley and
got his first feel for the pecking order that exists in the trading pits. Those on the “buy side,” the
traders who make large bets on whether a stock will rise or fall, are the “alphas” and those on
the “sell side,” the brokers who handle their business, are eager to please. How eager to
please was brought home stunningly to Turney in 1999 when he arrived at the Galleon Group,
a colossal hedge-fund management firm run by secretive founder Raj Rajaratnam. Finally in a
position to trade on his own, Turney was encouraged to socialize with the sell side and siphon
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from his new broker friends as much information as possible. Soon he was not just vacuuming
up valuable tips but also being lured into a variety of hedonistic pursuits. Na ve enough to
believe he could keep up the lifestyle without paying a price, he managed to keep an eye on
his buy-and-sell charts and, meanwhile, pondered the strange goings on at Galleon, where
tens of millions were being made each week in sometimes mysterious ways. At his next
positions, at Argus Partners and J.L. Berkowitz, Turney climbed to even higher heights – and,
as it turned out, plummeted to even lower depths – as, by day, he solidified his reputation one
of the Street’s most powerful healthcare traders, and by night, he blazed a path through the
city’s nightclubs, showing off his social genius and voraciously inhaling any drug that would fill
the void he felt inside. A mesmerizingly immersive journey through Wall Street’s first millennial
decade, and a poignant self portrait by a young man who surely would have destroyed himself
were it not for his decision to walk away from a seven-figure annual income, The Buy Side is
one of the best coming-of-age-on-the-Street books ever written.

The Seven Signs of Ethical Collapse
50 powerful tools to uncovering accounting gimmicks based on case histories of corporations
that brought in millions of investment dollars before being financially exposed.

Lying for Money
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Business scandals are always with us from the South Sea Bubble to Enron and Parmalat. As
accounting forms a central element of any business success or failure, the role of accounting is
crucial in understanding business scandals. This book aims to explore the role of accounting,
particularly creative accounting and fraud, in business scandals. The book is divided into three
parts. In Part A the background and context of creative accounting and fraud is explored. Part
B looks at a series of international accounting scandals and Part C draws some themes and
implications from the country studies.

Financial Statement Analysis
The approach used by Thibodeau and Freier emphasizes the substantial benefits of using reallife case examples in helping to impart knowledge related to the practice of auditing. For the
fourth edition of Auditing and Accounting Cases: Investigating Issues of Fraud and
Professional Ethics the authors continue their quest to be known as the most current auditing
and accounting case book on the market. In that spirit, all case questions in the fourth edition
have been revised to incorporate the eight new standards adopted by the PCAOB (i.e., AS 8 AS 15) that relate to the auditor s assessment of and response to risk in an audit and that
include guidance related to audit planning, supervision, materiality, and evidence. This flexible
case book is perfect for educators to prepare future audit professionals with 45 cases focusing
on specific and relevant audit issues. These cases focus on specific auditing issues directly
impacted by Sarbanes Oxley and Dodd-Frank, using the actual companies-Madoff, Enron,
WorldCom, Quest, Sunbeam-that have become synonymous with the capital markets crisis in
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confidence.

Accounting for Value
At the height of the roaring '20s, Swedish émigré Ivar Kreuger made a fortune raising money in
America and loaning it to Europe in exchange for matchstick monopolies. His enterprise was a
rare success story throughout the Great Depression. Yet after his suicide in 1932, it became
clear that Kreuger was not all he seemed: evidence surfaced of fudged accounting figures, offbalance-sheet accounting, even forgery. He created a raft of innovative financial products—
many of them precursors to instruments wreaking havoc in today's markets. In this gripping
financial biography, Frank Partnoy recasts the life story of a remarkable yet forgotten genius in
ways that force us to re-think our ideas about the wisdom of crowds, the invisible hand, and the
free and unfettered market.

The Match King
Praise for Financial Statement Analysis A Practitioner's Guide Third Edition "This is an
illuminating and insightful tour of financial statements, how they can be used to inform, how
they can be used to mislead, and how they can be used to analyze the financial health of a
company." -Professor Jay O. Light Harvard Business School "Financial Statement Analysis
should be required reading for anyone who puts a dime to work in the securities markets or
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recommends that others do the same." -Jack L. Rivkin Executive Vice President (retired)
Citigroup Investments "Fridson and Alvarez provide a valuable practical guide for
understanding, interpreting, and critically assessing financial reports put out by firms. Their
discussion of profits-'quality of earnings'-is particularly insightful given the recent spate of
reporting problems encountered by firms. I highly recommend their book to anyone interested
in getting behind the numbers as a means of predicting future profits and stock prices." -Paul
Brown Chair-Department of Accounting Leonard N. Stern School of Business, NYU "Let this
book assist in financial awareness and transparency and higher standards of reporting, and
accountability to all stakeholders." -Patricia A. Small Treasurer Emeritus, University of
California Partner, KCM Investment Advisors "This book is a polished gem covering the
analysis of financial statements. It is thorough, skeptical and extremely practical in its review."
-Daniel J. Fuss Vice Chairman Loomis, Sayles & Company, LP

The Signs Were There
A comprehensive look at financial statement fraud from the experts who actually investigated
them This collection of revealing case studies sheds clear insights into the dark corners of
financial statement fraud. Includes cases submitted by fraud examiners across industries and
throughout the world Fascinating cases hand-picked and edited by Joseph T. Wells, the
founder and Chairman of the world's leading anti-fraud organization ? the Association of
Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) ? and author of Corporate Fraud Handbook Outlines how
each fraud was engineered, how it was investigated and how the perpetrators were brought to
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justice Providing an insider's look at fraud, Financial Statement Fraud Casebook illuminates
the combination of timing, teamwork and vision necessary to understand financial statement
fraud and prevent it from happening in the first place.

Financial Statement Analysis
Techniques to uncover and avoid accounting frauds and scams Inflated profits . . . Suspicious
write-offs . . . Shifted expenses . . . These and other dubious financial maneuvers have taken
on a contemporary twist as companies pull out the stops in seeking to satisfy Wall Street.
Financial Shenanigans pulls back the curtain on the current climate of accounting fraud. It
presents tools that anyone who is potentially affected by misleading business valuationsfrom
investors and lenders to managers and auditorscan use to research and read financial reports,
and to identify early warning signs of a company's problems. A bestseller in its first edition,
Financial Shenanigans has been thoroughly updated for today's marketplace. New chapters,
data, and research reveal contemporary "shenanigans" that have been known to fool even
veteran researchers.

Corporate Fraud Handbook
An entertaining, deeply informative explanation of how high-level financial crimes work, written
by an industry insider who’s an expert in the field. The way most white-collar crime works is by
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manipulating institutional psychology. That means creating something that looks as much as
possible like a normal set of transactions. The drama comes later, when it all unwinds.
Financial crime seems horribly complicated, but there are only so many ways you can con
someone out of what’s theirs. In Lying for Money, veteran regulatory economist and market
analyst Dan Davies tells the story of fraud through a genealogy of financial malfeasance,
including: the Great Salad Oil swindle, the Pigeon King International fraud, the fictional British
colony of Poyais in South America, the Boston Ladies’ Deposit Company, the Portuguese
Banknote Affair, Theranos, and the Bre-X scam. Davies brings new insights into these
schemes and shows how all frauds, current and historical, belong to one of four categories
(“long firm,” counterfeiting, control fraud, and market crimes) and operate on the same basic
principles. The only elements that change are the victims, the scammers, and the terminology.
Davies has years of experience picking the bones out of some of the most famous frauds of
the modern age. Now he reveals the big picture that emerges from their labyrinths of deceit
and explains how fraud has shaped the entire development of the modern world economy.

Reading Financial Reports For Dummies
Praise for Financial Statement Analysis FOURTH EDITION "I love this book. It helps to
develop the questioning mind—the mind of a financial detective. It teaches the art of
skepticism and critical thinking. Readers go beyond definition and calculation and learn
interpretation." —Philip L. Cooley, PhD, Prassel Distinguished Professor of Business, Trinity
University "Over my decades of involvement with high-yield bonds, Marty Fridson has been the
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leading speaker of truth. As he so accurately states in Financial Statement Analysis, the credit
investor is required to engage in a game of cat-and-mouse with company management's intent
on minimizing their cost of capital by putting a positive gloss on their financial statements. The
Fourth Edition of Marty's terrific book is the bible on how to detect and deal with these efforts."
—Howard Marks, Chairman, Oaktree Capital Management "Financial Statement Analysis is a
unique text; it combines great academic work with numerous real-life examples to form a highly
useful reference for equity investors, debt holders, and investors who straddle both asset
classes. Whether you are an investor, an investment advisor, or a teacher, Financial Statement
Analysis will prove very valuable." —Margaret M. Cannella, former head of Global Credit
Research, J.P. Morgan and Adjunct Professor, Columbia Business School "Marty has seen it
all! He has had a front-row seat to see the birth, death, and rebirth of the high-yield bond
market . . . several times over! In the Fourth Edition of Financial Statement Analysis, Marty
clearly demonstrates that despite the enactment of Sarbanes-Oxley in 2002, and other
attempts to curtail abuse of the system, one needs a critical analytical eye to be certain that
management is not trying to obfuscate the truth. The case studies provide excellent and timely
examples of some of the techniques that companies have used to mislead investors."
—Edward Z. Emmer, former global head of Corporate and Government Ratings and Equity
Research, Standard & Poor's "Those who read financial statements without understanding the
strategic context in which they are written will land on the losing end of the gripping episodes
with which bond-market legend Marty Fridson illustrates in the Fourth Edition of his classic
reference, Financial Statement Analysis. And all of us who depend on the markets sending
capital to its best use should hope that investors read this book first." —David Musto, Professor
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of Finance, the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania "This book rightly urges
resolute skepticism when inspecting financial statements. Its great value, though, is in the plainspoken stripping down of real-world and illustrative examples that show how to see past the
numbers to the practicalities and incentives behind them—and so help analysts and journalists
alike ask the right questions." —Richard Beales, Assistant Editor, Reuters Breakingviews

Creative Accounting, Fraud and International Accounting Scandals
Detect accounting fraud before it’s too late Accounting fraud is the deliberate manipulation of
accounting records in order to make a company's financial performance seem better or worse
than it actually is. Accounting scandals often have catastrophic consequences for shareholders
and employees. Thus, analysts and auditors must be equipped to detect accounting fraud. This
book is a comprehensive guide to detecting accounting fraud for auditors investigating
accounting fraud and analysts/managers seeking to prevent it. A wide variety of warning signs
are described, as are several techniques for detecting and addressing fraud. Understand the
motivations and warning signs behind accounting fraud Get to know how accounting fraud is
done and how to detect it Avoid the losses that often come from accounting fraud Benefit from
case studies throughout to that help illustrate the author's points It’s unfortunate that
managers, auditors, and analysts must be wary of accounting fraud—but this book equips you
with the know-how to detect it before it’s too late.
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Guide to Financial Markets
In 2009, high-profile fraud cases like the Ponzi schemes of Bernard Madoff and Arthur Nadel
vividly illustrated the harm done to investors who placed their trust in these apparently
successful money managers and then discovered their money had never been invested at all.
News stories featured 90-year-olds forced by necessity to work in supermarkets, elderly people
losing their homes because their life savings were gone, and wealthy retirees suddenly unable
to pay their electricity bills. Charities were forced to curtail their services, lay off staff, and even
close their doors forever as their funds evaporated. Almost every day, there are stories in the
media about dishonest employees who have robbed their organisations of hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Not so well-publicised are the countless smaller thefts occurring every
day from cash registers, warehouses, and business bank accounts. Sadly, the organisations
that have the most to lose small businesses, family-run companies, churches, and charities are
often the most vulnerable because of their size and inexperience. According to the Association
of Certified Fraud Examiners, accounting fraud cost over $994 billion in 2008, and the average
organisation lost 7 percent of its total revenue to fraud. How can you prevent this from
happening to you as an investor, business owner, or a person attempting to acquire or merge
with another firm? Read this book and you will be able to understand, detect, and avoid
accounting fraud. You will learn how to identify fraud, how to spot minor abnormalities that may
hide fraud, how to spot forgeries, and how to prove your case, as well as what to immediately
suspect and methods for uncovering scams. You will know what signs to look for, including
excessive turnover of lawyers and auditors, changing professionals in the middle of a
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transaction, inconsistent information, and significant declines in stock prices. In addition, you
will know how to recognise the common manoeuvres, earnings manipulation, premature and
fictitious revenue, overvalued assets, undervalued liabilities, bogus revenue, expenses that
have been shifted to another period, overstating revenues, understating expenses, and the
misuse and misdirecting of funds. This new book is filled with studies and discussions of fraud
cases and how they could have been avoided, checklists for detecting accounts misdeeds, and
advice from analysts, CFOs, and CPAs. This manual will be an indispensable aid for serious
investors, industry pros, acquisition and merger managers, and small business owners alike.
After reading this book you will no longer have to worry about accounting fraud and you can
increase your company's profits.

Standard & Poor's Fundamentals of Corporate Credit Analysis
The purpose of this book is to explain Free Cash Flow and how to use it to increase investor
return. The author explains the differences between Free Cash Flow and GAAP earnings and
lays out the disadvantages of GAAP EPS as well as the advantages of Free Cash Flow. After
taking the reader step-by-step through the author's Free Cash Flow statement, the book
illustrates with formulas how each of the four deployments of Free Cash Flow can enhance or
diminish shareholder return. The book applies the conceptual building blocks of Free Cash
Flow and investor return to an actual company: McDonald's. The reader is taken line-by-line
through the author's investor return spreadsheet model: (1) three years of McDonald's
historical financial statements are modeled; (2) a one-year projection of McDonald's Free Cash
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Flow and investor return is modeled. Five other restaurant companies are compared to
McDonald's and each other using both Free Cash Flow and GAAP metrics.

Financial Shenanigans
Your Survival Guide to the Hades of Wall Street The Devil's Financial Dictionary skewers the
plutocrats and bureaucrats who gave us exploding mortgages, freakish risks, and banks too
big to fail. And it distills the complexities, absurdities, and pomposities of Wall Street into plain
truths and aphorisms anyone can understand. An indispensable survival guide to the hostile
wilderness of today's financial markets, The Devil's Financial Dictionary delivers practical
insights with a scorpion's sting. It cuts through the fads and fakery of Wall Street and clears a
safe path for investors between euphoria and despair. Staying out of financial purgatory has
never been this fun.

Financial Shenanigans
A how-to guide for the discovery and prevention of the illegal transfer of money Written for the
private sector—where most money laundering takes place—this book clearly explains shows
business professionals how to deter, detect, and resolve financial fraud cases internally. It
expertly provides an understanding of the mechanisms, tools to detect issues, and action lists
to recover hidden funds. Provides action-oriented material that will show how to deter, detect,
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and resolve financial fraud cases Offers an understanding of the mechanisms, tools to detect
issues, and action list to recover hidden funds Covers mechanisms for moving money,
identifying risk exposures, and investigating money movement Arming auditors, investigators,
and compliance personnel with the guidance that, up until now, has been restricted to criminal
investigators, Money Laundering Prevention provides nuts-and-bolts information needed to
fully understand the money laundering process.

The Buy Side
Provides an introduction to financial accounting for non-financial managers by way of a
transaction-based, business training tool. Includes real-life examples of how financial
statements are built and how they interact to present a true financial picture of the enterprise.

Financial Statement Fraud
The revised and updated 7th edition of this highly regarded book brings the reader right up to
speed with the latest financial market developments, and provides a clear and incisive guide to
a complex world that even those who work in it often find hard to understand. In chapters on
the markets that deal with money, foreign exchange, equities, bonds, commodities, financial
futures, options and other derivatives, the book examines why these markets exist, how they
work, and who trades in them, and gives a run-down of the factors that affect prices and rates.
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Business history is littered with disasters that occurred because people involved their firms with
financial instruments they didn't properly understand. If they had had this book they might have
avoided their mistakes. For anyone wishing to understand financial markets, there is no better
guide.

The Financial Numbers Game
The first swap was executed over thirty years ago. Since then, the interest rate swaps and
other derivative markets have grown and diversified in phenomenal directions. Derivatives are
used today by a myriad of institutional investors for the purposes of risk management,
expressing a view on the market, and pursuing market opportunities that are otherwise
unavailable using more traditional financial instruments. In this volume, Howard Corb explores
the concepts behind interest rate swaps and the many derivatives that evolved from them.
Corb's book uniquely marries academic rigor and real-world trading experience in a
compelling, readable style. While it is filled with sophisticated formulas and analysis, the
volume is geared toward a wide range of readers searching for an in-depth understanding of
these markets. It serves as both a textbook for students and a must-have reference book for
practitioners. Corb helps readers develop an intuitive feel for these products and their use in
the market, providing a detailed introduction to more complicated trades and structures.
Through examples of financial structuring, readers will come away with an understanding of
how derivatives products are created and how they can be deconstructed and analyzed
effectively.
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